Solo Attorney how to play

Solo Attorney is a single player game somewhat like solitaire. You take the role of an
attorney who is trying to put Yakuza gang members in prison and must win the case on
his own. You draw cards find and play evidence and object the defense in order to win.

1. Separate the case difficulty cards from the court cards. (If you are playing online
this has already been done) There are 3 case difficulty cards which read Easy,
Medium, Hard. The rest are court cards that make up the main deck.

2. Shuffle the court cards and make 3 piles of 5 cards these are the evidence piles
and create a 4th pile with the remaining cards this is where you primarily draw
cards from.
3. Choose your difficulty before you start playing, your difficulty lets you know how
many pieces of evidence you need for the prosecution.
4. To start draw a card from the main deck. Prosecution cards immediately go onto
the table to your left. Defense cards immediately go on the table to your right.
Objection cards and Search for Evidence cards go into your hand to be played
when you choose.

5.

You may only hold 3 cards in your hand at any time. If you have more than 3 you
must discard a card.

6. You can only draw cards from the Evidence piles with a Search for Evidence
card or by discarding any piece of evidence for the prosecution.
7. There are two ways to discard a piece of evidence from the defense. One is
using an objection card discard the objection card to discard any piece of
evidence. Secondly you may discard 2 matching pieces of prosecution evidence
to remove any piece from the defense.
8. If you have 5 cards on the defense side you automatically lose.

9. If you get the required evidence for the prosecution you do not win until you draw
the Closing Arguments card. For the easy difficulty you will need 1 of each type
of evidence and the Closing Arguments card to win.

You can watch the how to play video by going to:

bit.ly/soloattorney

Check us out on facebook @protectTheRabbit
Tweet to us @protectRabbit on twitter.
Check out our official site ProtectTheRabbitGames.wordpress.com

